A NEW DIRECTION
Welcome to the brand new Industrial and Systems Engineering newsletter. We are excited to have the opportunity to share news about our department directly with you.

While the past year has certainly brought a unique set of challenges, I am happy to report that our faculty, staff and students have demonstrated the resilience and adaptability that are ISE hallmarks.

Explore the links below to learn about the exciting research underway.

Thank you for your dedication to the future of our department.

- John L. Evans
Charles D. Miller Chair Professor & Department Chair

Interdisciplinary Center for Advanced Manufacturing
wins $4.26M DOD award

This center has received a $4.26 million grant to explore the digitalization of manufacturing and become a resource for small and medium manufacturers throughout the country.

DOD Invests $9.9M in Systems Engineering Technology program

This program aims to develop a new generation of systems engineering technicians equipped with the tools to create, operate and exploit the utility of advanced digital engineering in industrial skill areas.

Professor named a 2020 Woman of Impact

Alice Smith, the Joe W. Forehand/Accenture Distinguished Professor, has been named a Woman of Impact by Yellowhammer Multimedia. She is the first Auburn University faculty member to receive this distinction.

First engineering management cohort finishes pilot semester

Eight employees initially signed on for the cohort’s spring 2020 pilot course, Project Management. Each passed and continued their studies into the spring and fall.

Department Notices

- Alexander reigns as first female to lead War Eagle Girls and Plainsmen
- Industrial and systems doctoral student earns competitive STEM fellowship
- Professor profiled in Industrial and Systems Engineering Magazine
- Gallagher and Schall named to 2020 promotion and tenure list
- Auburn faculty to evaluate COVID-19 public health order compliance
- Workplace safety and ergonomics research training programs reaccredited
- Auburn researchers exploring use of drones to aid in rural health care

We want to hear from you

Are you interested in getting involved with the department? Do you have a major career update to share? Fill out our survey to let us know.

Give to Industrial and Systems Engineering
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Subscribe to our email list.